HPE Nimble Storage dHCI – the technology

OUR SENIOR PRE SALES ARCHITECT MARC BINGHAM
EXPLAINS THE TECHNOLOGY STACK
In this blog I’m looking at the technology used within HPE’s new disaggregated hyperconverged infrastructure, HPE Nimble
Storage dHCI, and what you can expect to be working with from a hardware and software perspective.

How will dHCI be delivered?
HPE Nimble Storage dHCI is meant to be a turnkey solution, that is to say, it’s delivered as a single product even though it’s
made up of smaller products like servers, switching, storage and software. So, a customer buying it from us at Cristie Data
for instance, should only have to answer questions that help us to gain an understanding of their workload requirements.
For example, how many VMs are we servicing? How much storage is required? How fast does that storage need to be
(latency)? All standard stuff really.
The solution is then sold as a single “Infrastructure-in-a-box”. HPE’s intention is to deliver dHCI in a rack, with the
components pre-racked, pre-cabled and pre-configured (to an extent) – more on this later. I have campaigned heavily
within the HPE development team to release variants of dHCI that remove the need for some of these questions too. Back
in the old days we had referenced architectures that did this and they worked well. For example, the customer says they
have 500 VMs, there’s a build ready for that. 1000 seat VDI? There’s a build for that too. 1000 seat Oracle DB? You get the
idea. These “referenced architectures” remove a lot of the guesswork out of sizing infrastructure but they take time to
develop and test. I’m sure these will come in time.

Beta testing and an example of dHCI
Cristie Data joined the beta testing programme for dHCI a while back and an example unit was shipped to our offices for
testing and trials. Our build was made up of 3x ProLiant DL360s, 2x FlexFabric 5700 32GTX switches and 1x Nimble AF20
all flash array, all pre-built and cabled into a standard HPE rack cabinet. If you’d really like to know the specification of the
dHCI we had, I’ve added the technical specs below.
We wheeled the rack into the server room, connected it to our UPS and powered it on, just this part alone would have
taken me roughly a working day to do properly. Racking servers, switches and storage, cabling for iSCSI and power all take
time to do and if you want it to be neat it takes much longer. This in itself is great!
Once powered on, I found a console cable and connected to one of the switches. The switches come pre-configured from
the HPE factory and are set up to have separated VLANs for iSCSI and other config changes that adhere to VMware iSCSI
best practices. Ok, so nothing to do here!
I then connected a monitor to one of the ESXi hosts to find that both ESXi 6.7 and NCM (Nimble Connection Manager) are
already installed. Hosts have been configured to get IP addresses via DHCP on both the management NICs and on the
iLO ports. Nothing to do here either.
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Finally, I jump on to my laptop and point a web browser at the Nimble Management IP address (this is configured for you
during the build at HPE) and am presented with an HPE dHCI Wizard. Yay! Stuff to do at last!
Normally going to this IP address would present you with the Nimble Storage admin interface however on first boot the
dHCI Wizard jumps in, to help you finish off the final few steps to get the unit up and running.

dHCI Wizard
This new wizard really makes the deployment of the stack super easy. I’m not going to show you a million screen shots of
what the wizard does in the background because simplicity is a large part of the beauty of dHCI. Instead, let’s list what it
actually does in the background as you run through it.
The wizard essentially makes API calls to the Nimble array,
VMware ESXi, VMware vCenter and iLO to automate the
deployment of the stack. The first question we’re asked is if we’d
like to deploy a new vCenter appliance or use an existing vCenter
server. This is key when we’re talking about deploying a VMware
stack as we want to know where the existing vCenter server
is or if we have to make a new one to start with. It’s a bit of a
“chicken and egg” question when deploying to a greenfield site.
For a greenfield site, all we need is working DNS on the network
and a range of IP addresses for management, iLO and front-end
networking. We chose to deploy a new vCenter.

What does the wizard do?
So, with that in mind, the wizard does the following tasks in roughly this order:

HOSTS

STORAGE

• Configures ESXi Host Management IP addresses, DNS, NTP
and passwords
• Configures ESXi Hosts iSCSI data access IP addresses
• Configures ESXi BIOS (for virtualisation) and HPE InfoSight
access
• VMware
• Deploys a vCenter appliance (from the latest VMware
HPE ISO on the Nimble array) on to one of the host’s local
storage
• Configures the vCenter management IP address, DNS, and
passwords
• Creates vSwitches for management and iSCSI
• Creates an iSCSI software initiator group
• Sets up multipathing (correctly)
• Creates a new Datacentre in vCenter and a new cluster
• Configures vSphere HA and enables DRS
• Adds the newly discovered hosts into the cluster
• Creates data stores (VMFS or vVOLs) and assigns access to
each host

•
•
•
•
•

Nimble array initialisation
Creates host initiator groups
Creates data stores as mentioned above
Creates snapshot schedules to protect the data stores
Registers the dHCI plugin with the new vCenter -more on
this later
• Configures HPE InfoSight access for remote support
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In the final step the wizard then performs a storage vMotion of the vCenter appliance to one of the newly created data
stores where it can sit on volume that is hardware resilient and snapshotted regularly.
We’ve just gone from the box to a working virtualisation platform in less than 2 hours! This process normally would take
a professional service engineer at least two or three days minimum.
All that’s left to do is to log into the VMware vCenter 6.7 HTML5 client and start creating VMs on my new platform.
This is automation at its finest as far as I’m concerned. I’ve seen many environments over the years and almost all of
them have some sort of configuration issue somewhere. Switches poorly configured, host iLO set to DHCP, data stores
not presented to all hosts, multipathing set up incorrectly on at least one host - the list is endless. The automation in HPE
Nimble Storage dHCI takes away that risk to the business and helps to ensure that you are properly set up from day one.

dHCI beta specifications
These builds can vary according to each customer’s exacting needs but our build at Cristie Data looked like this:
•

3x ProLiant DL360 – Each with 2x Xeon Processors, 256 GB RAM, Dual Flash Boot, 2x Quad Port 10GBaseT NICs, Dual
Power Supplies

•

2x HPE FlexFabric 5700 32GTX Switches

•

1x Nimble AF20 6TB RAW – before formatting, compress and Deduplication.

NEXT TIME
So, we’ve looked at how dHCI differs from CI and HCI and taken a deep dive into the technical spec. In my next article I’ll
be discussing the fabulous dHCI plugin for vCenter and the ongoing management experience.

For more information about HPE dHCI or to discuss your IT Infrastructure requirements
call the team at Cristie Data
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